Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination Task Force

October 3, 2013
1. Welcome and introductions
2. Notes from last meeting
3. Poster
4. Video Pickup
Draft IDDE Shop Poster
FY2015 Ideas & New Ideas

1. IDDE calendar
2. IDDE advanced training short course
3. Converting current IDDE video into video for the public (may involve working with Public Education Task Force)
4. Follow up idea – Spanish translation for current and adapted IDDE video
5. IDDE poster series
6. IDDE contact business cards
7. Social media account
Elimination Round

1. IDDE calendar

2. IDDE advanced training short course

3. Converting current IDDE video into video for the public (may involve working with Public Education Task Force)

4. Follow up idea – Spanish translation for current and adapted IDDE video

5. IDDE poster series

6. IDDE contact business cards

7. Social media account
Roundtable

Next meeting - Thursday, January 9th at 9:30 a.m.